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Urban Hazards Forum Summary Session 1-24-02 

Charles Jennings: Okay thank you everybody. This is the closing plenary session and I deeply 

appreciate your sticking around to the, I won’t say the bitter end. I think we’re very pleased with 

the turn out and with your interest and it certainly says a lot that you’re here. Just to reiterate, I’m 

Charles Jennings for those of you who missed my remarks at the opening session. This is going 

to be brief summary statements from each of the co-chairs leading their particular tracks. Then 

we’re going to throw it open for what we’re hoping is an interactive discussion. At the present 

time we’re sending around index cards and the thought is that you will write down questions and 

we will have a stack of those when we conclude the remarks and then after that we can move to a 

open microphone format once we address those initial group of questions. Now those should be 

questions you could have for the panelists in succinct form. Framing issues, you may want to 

direct in terms of research needs or areas that we that you think we should have had more 

emphasis in this event, and whatever else you see is worthwhile in terms of the cards because if 

we don’t like it, we won’t read them (laughter). 

  

I’ll make some closing remarks in case we get run out of time and then we’ll go to our speeches, 

summary speeches. We wanted to recognize again Major General M.K. Paul from the 

Government of India who is no longer here today. He was here earlier, yesterday afternoon I 

understand he was with FEMA doing some touring and I was told that he enjoyed himself and 

we just wanted to thank him for being here.  
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I also want to thank all the speakers who were really responsible for the success of the 

conference. They were as you were well aware we’re very pleased to have the caliber of speakers 

that we did. And the discipline that they showed to limit themselves to the amount of time that 

was allotted which is really critical to running a conference. Our keynote speakers, the Special 

address from John O’Donohue, the Irish Minister of Justice; The keynote speakers, Ellis Stanley 

from the City of Los Angeles, David Godchalk from the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. Our program committee Glen Corbett, Victor Goldsmith and Charles Strozier who also 

made a keynote address in the area of terrorism which we’ll certainly be remembered and people 

will be talking about as a riveting speech.  

 

Just a couple of people I wanted to thank who weren’t listed formally in the acknowledgements. 

Bob Loudon of the Security Management Institute who was very helpful in helping us identify 

speakers. And also lent us some staff who assisted with registration here at the conference. And 

then special thanks to Robert Sermier who was listed in your program, but really was there as the 

as my right fist, or right hand, as the case may be, and really smoothed the way for a lot of things 

and was the bad cop many times so I could stand back and be the good cop. Media services who 

are in the back and served us very well and the theater staff of course. Finally, and most of all, 

I’d like to thank you the audience, the participants for coming here, sharing with us and making 

the event the success that it is. Over the past three days what we’ve done here is set up a dialogue 

and some initial raised questions. We haven’t really resolved all of them and I think we can all 

agree that there was not enough time to deal with all of the issues that were raised. But we 

certainly made a good start at it and we will be having the proceedings coming in a couple of 
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months which will document the presentations and certainly allow you to have that information 

to refer to as we go forward. And so with that I’d like to thank you once again and then turn it 

over to our first closing address which will be Glen Corbett, covering “Management of 

Catastrophic Events.” Glenn. 

 

Glenn Corbett: Thank you Charles. I guess it’s good to be the first one to go in cases to provide 

some insight. I think we were, from the catastrophic event standpoint I think we were well suited 

to have Ellis Stanley give our pre-note presentation a couple of days ago. He really set a stage for 

us that made us think about kind of where the rubber meets the road type of situation in terms of 

you know as far as catastrophic events go what do we learn from these events. How do we apply 

the lessons that are learned? He is a rubber meets the road type of person. I mean he’s dealing 

with one of the largest emergency management centers probably in the world. And I think we 

can gather a lot from what he had to say to us and let me just point out a few things and kind of 

tie them together with some of the presentations that we had over the last two days.  

 

Certainly implications on the political environment are very important. One of our speakers 

mentioned yesterday that if there’s any time in history right now, or I should say any time in 

history it’s right now that we have the attention of our elected officials as far as what emergency 

management is, how it can influence how disasters are certainly are handled. And from a 

catastrophic events standpoint, you know what are those lessons that we can learn so that we can 

prevent, either prevent them in the future or if we could at least minimize the impact. And how 

important politics, the key role that politics plays in that and certainly again one of our speakers 
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yesterday mentioned how some politicians have just only come to realize there is such a thing as 

emergency management and you know what does it do, who are emergency managers that kind 

of thing. So we need to, we need to ride I guess we’ve called in the past ride that wave of 

hysteria and try to get as much influence into the political environment as we can as far as 

providing us the resources and also the follow through for those lessons learned.  

 

Ellis also identified an issue as far as when local disasters can become national in scope and we 

heard that over the last couple of days. A couple of examples, we had a presentation yesterday 

regarding the CSX train derailment in Baltimore, Maryland. Although it certainly affected 

downtown Baltimore for almost a week and had repercussions since then, there were some 

national implications with what happened at that particular incident. There were numerous 

telephone lines, fiber optic lines, switching stations, not switching stations but electrical 

equipment that ran through the tunnel that were impacted by the event. And it didn’t just affect 

the local Washington, DC area but did affect things going along the entire eastern seaboard. We 

also heard that same situation with a result after the results of tropical storm or hurricane Floyd 

in this area two years ago. A small community of 9,000 people in Bergen County New Jersey 

was inundated by the flood waters from tropical storm Floyd and how as far as it’s national spin 

on things, there was a major switching center there for the telephone companies and many of the 

credit card operations that are basically conducted in the New York area for the entire nation 

went through that switching station which basically brought down credit cards, ATM cards 

across the entire United States just again in a small little community.  
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So even though this is an urban hazards forum, there can be catastrophes happening obviously in 

smaller communities affecting almost the entire nation. The international perspective on 

catastrophes. How things have changed dramatically over the last few years. In my track, in my 

track I mentioned the other day how one of our presenters was going to be, Chief Ray Downey 

here from the New York City Fire Department, many of you he’s a good friend to you as well, as 

to myself and I couldn’t think of any other person anywhere that embodied literally the 

experience of catastrophes and not just here in the US but across, around the world. And it’s I 

guess it’s a good thing when we can learn obviously from experience, but one of the issues that 

came up yesterday with one of our speakers from South Korea, we can see that there is an 

emergence from resources and capabilities as far as international response to catastrophes in 

terms of rescue, search and rescue operations and things along those lines. And that’s a very 

good thing because you know years ago when we, when the United States was almost the only 

voice, the only country out there that would be called upon to assist in rescuing people, there is a 

much larger international presence at this point.  

 

The public private interface, I think that’s a key situation that we need to talk about. I’m glad to 

see that in the audience today we’ve got people from the private sector here. As you heard in 

many of your presentations, not only I’m sure in our catastrophe track, but certainly in the 

terrorism track and the mitigation track how the private sector plays a key role in marriaging up 

with the public sector in terms of handling catastrophic events. History. How important is history 

to how we learn how we handle things. This is where I kind of move over into the mitigation 

area. We did have a joint session yesterday morning concerning mitigation and catastrophic 
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events and we learned quite a bit from our friends from Italy, and around the world on how 

they’ve used historical data to track and of course to predict future events. I think it was very eye 

opening what we saw with the Italians that had presented yesterday on all the wonderful work 

they’ve done to track floods and things along those lines. So, where does that leave us. Well 

there’s a lot of work to be done. I think just to reiterate what I mentioned before, I think if there’s 

a time in our history it’s now to engage the public officials. We’ve got to get them onboard as far 

as making them knowledgeable about what emergency management is. What are the functions of 

emergency management. How it can really help them in their endeavors. It was, it was eye 

opening to hear about some of the situations, some of the disasters again I mentioned the 

Baltimore disaster earlier, but how many politicians really don’t know what emergency 

management is. They don’t even know really what the function, not only did not know what it is, 

but also what their function is. In any case, lessons learned through various catastrophic events. 

 

And I’ve kind of blended into mitigation a little bit and I think Victor I believe you next on the 

agenda, okay. Victor would you please come up and take the podium. Thank you. 

 

Victor Goldsmith: Thank you Glenn. It’s interesting that some of Glenn’s comments about what 

were some of the important concepts and thoughts that are also among those that I have listed as 

well. So, that certainly says I think something for some of the areas that we’ve talked about. 

What I’d like to do is just briefly go over some of the thoughts that I heard mentioned in the 

talks, in the discussions and so on, and to just put them out there in hopes of generating some 

more discussion and for you to take something home with you. In the mitigation track and in the 
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concurrent sessions that we had a total of 20 excellent and informative talks. And they fell in the 

in the general categories of theory and practice, engineering and infrastructure, man made 

disasters in the built environment, and this morning we had business and economic effects.  

 

In the very first session, we started with the question what is mitigation? And this was a question 

that we attempted to in many talks attempted to answer. One one answer put very simplistically 

is that mitigation is the reduction of vulnerability. Another definition I heard similarly is action 

taken to reduce long term risk. It is my opinion, however, that by the end of the session, we 

haven’t gone that far along the line as to what exactly we should do in terms of mitigation and I 

think we need to pursue this a little bit. One question in the built environment we had yesterday 

was could the World Trade Center been better built? And we had a variety of opinions about 

that. Whether and this raises the question of course is have we really learned something from 

recent disasters. Clearly we have to be thinking differently and as Glenn mentioned this is a 

particular moment in time, a particular window when I think we had the attention of the people 

that we’re used to dealing with, but with the people at the highest level. And I think we need 

certainly, this was echoed by many speakers that we really need to take advantage of this 

particular moment in time.  

 

For example in the session on the built environment, various hazards were presented. And these 

were assessed quantitatively in terms of loss of life, loss of structures, loss of jobs and so on. So 

we have a lot of quantitative information about what will happen if we have a disaster of certain 

size and so on. But, we ourselves know this, but we need to communicate this and we need to use 
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this to build upon in order to in order to get more responses. We shouldn’t keep doing the same 

thing as one of the speakers pointed out, why do we keep doing the same thing after each 

disaster? Why don’t we learn more from the disasters. And the answer to this I think is multi-

fold. One is we need to learn from what the immediate failures were.  

 

For example at 911. Where the telephones went out and communications and so on. But we also 

need to be able to communicate with each other afterwards in many ways and this is a job for the 

long haul. This is a job that includes problems of data compatibility, problems of computer 

compatibility and so on. So we have a lot of work ahead of us for this. We learned a lot from 

those who have experience in Europe. We have visitors from Europe and we had a speaker from 

the US State Department, Larry Radar, and was interesting to me is they both made 

recommendations along the same line. We need education. Not just education of the public, but 

education in terms of the curricular such as being done here at John Jay with disaster 

management and so on. We need a better understanding of the science, but in my opinion, I think 

the science is way up above our understanding of the science is way up above our response how 

to deal with these disasters. And we need field exercises and this was very similar to those areas 

that I mentioned as I just said by Larry.  

 

In the very beginning David Goldchalk our keynote speaker introduced the concept of resiliency. 

Another speaker, Mr. Armstrong, talked also the need for resiliency. Talked about the Venice 

example where we have floods in Venice several times a year and the streets are covered. So 

what do people do? They don’t build walls. What they do is they take the nice wooden planks 
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and they put out the wooden planks and they deal with it that way. So the idea of resiliency is not 

just a matter of structural but also of social community concepts. Another question I heard many 

times is on natural disasters similar to man made disasters. In what way are they similar? In what 

way can we learn to anticipate them? What are the differences between these and so one 

possibility is that there are differences in terms of prevention measures, but perhaps there are 

similarities in dealing with consequences and so this is another whole area to discuss. Another, 

another subject was if we start dealing with resiliency, are these concepts economically viable?  

 

Well I think we’re a long way from knowing the answer to this and there were various 

suggestions made such as vulnerability, index and so on to try to come to grips with this. 

Another idea was response versus planners, and of course the emphasis is on you know planners 

and being able to anticipate rather than just learning how to respond to disasters. And what are 

we responding in the best possible way. And of course response to the World Trade Center 

incident in 1993 required a different kind of response than it did in 2001. So these are all issues 

we need to deal with. The session this morning for me was a very interesting session in 

mitigation. We had three economists. And one of the economists, Joseph Morreale, talked about 

the effect on Pace University, one of the two universities closest to the World Trade Center and 

how it was affected and what they learned from it. And I came away thinking, and I hope I’m not 

doing an injustice here, but I came away thinking that here is this academic, this economist who 

is now not only a an academic in terms of studying it but he’s also a practitioner because he 

himself was put through this disaster. So in many ways I think this applies to all of us. We all are 

academics studying it, but after 9/11 I think we all are practitioners having experienced this 
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disaster as well. Thank you. 

 

Charles Jennings: And finally, Charles Strozier with the summary of the terrorism track. 

 

Charles Strozier: Well the end truly is at hand. And when we are all practically brain dead, 

certainly I would include myself in it, but I want to begin by making a few things. I want to 

thank my colleagues Glenn Corbett and Victor Goldsmith who worked diligently pulling this 

conference together, and two people not on the on the podium who helped, particularly helpful 

on the terrorism tract were Bob Loudon and Norm Glover. And Jeannine Goff helped and got 

very well. And Tim Flannery and Bob Sermier who provided a lot of administrative back up for 

this effort that we put together. But most of all I want to thank Charles Jennings who really has 

devoted himself tirelessly to this conference. There is no way it would have happened without 

Charles Jennings and I think we should all give him a hand. 

 

Now in the terrorism track, I want to focus on just some themes. As we began the conference and 

I think it’s important conceptually but also ethically for a discussion like this after 9/11, one 

needs to always locate one’s self within the tragedy of the World Trade Center. As you know I’m 

personally been concerned with the stories of the victims and the witnesses. The surviving 

victims obviously. But we are all participants in it and I think it’s important continually to return 

to that. We had I think a wonderful session in the afternoon of the first day with comments from 

Charles Blaich and Joe Morris among others providing many first hand accounts, so the 

beginning as I listened the beginning of the construction of a narrative of the event. And I think 
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as society, one indication of the extent of the trauma that we suffered in 9/11 is that we don’t 

have a coherent narrative yet.  

 

We know what the Civil War was, but we don’t know what the World Trade Center was, but we 

are beginning to tell it and I think this conference is part of the process of telling that story and 

that definitely needs to continue. The as we continued our discussion in the terrorism track, we 

began with nuclear weapons which of course is the gold standard of terrorism. And as was noted 

in many discussions, the immediate dilemma that the world faces is that the weapons are 

scientifically more available for smaller groups and simultaneously those groups are increasing 

apocalyptic and have aspirations toward and have world ending aspirations. The scale of the 

problem was staggering in our discussions in that session. Joe Cirincione from Washington 

informed me that which is a figure far higher than a figure that I had any understanding of, that 

there are 1,130 tons of loose, well it’s not all loose, but plutonium left over from the Cold War in 

the former lands of the Soviet Union. 

 

Jonathan Shell made in that context a two very interesting points. One is that the greatest hope 

for the world is the necessity of international treaties, two points and that we have to get at the 

supply. Probably the single most important policy for preserving the world from destruction at 

this point is to somehow get under control that plutonium that is most of which is virtually 

unguarded in Russia. It happens to be a budget item that was cut because the problem is once 

these bombs small bombs, once the plutonium, once it gets into the blood stream of the world, 

into the political bloodstream, it’s incredibly difficult to control and virtually and presents just 
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insuperable difficulties for those of us who are potential targets and particularly for those of you 

who are responsible in policing or trying to protect us. So that really the best hope for the world 

is to go back to the supply.  

 

We also reached out in our discussions to, actually this morning, to chemical and biological 

terrorism which Norm Glover called the poor man’s nuclear weapon. And I think there was 

general agreement that the that the dangers are imminent. We of course have all, we’ve had an 

incredible fall having had the, after 9/11, having had the anthrax scare which brought at least 

most of us who were not very informed, up to speed on one of the dangers we face. In the session 

the full range of the all the diseases and the various gases and the biological agents and what one 

can do with them about them, was discussed. And frankly it’s terrifying, it’s also sort of 

confusing and there was one talk Anthony Policastro who talked about subways and it’s just one 

of the ways, he’s an expert on Washington subways, but it’s the same issue in New York 

obviously, and since there was a sarin gas attack in the Tokyo subways, and most of us spend 

much of our lives riding the subways in New York, this is something that we are concerned with.  

 

Some of the other topics that we took up in terrorism were one was considered what we called 

the mind of the terrorist. Questions of motivation, and larger meaning and location of terrorism 

in the world, geopolitical system and I just want to emphasize one point that Allan Gerson made, 

who wrote the book about the Pan Am flight, is the significance even when you’re dealing with 

apocalyptic groups who may have suicide bombers, the group itself wants to survive and 

therefore he argues with very strenuously that you can go after the states that protect those 
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groups that may be the greatest moment pose and probably for many decades to come, pose the 

greatest danger to our safety. We also had discussion of hostage taking which is where much of 

where police for the most part, directly encounter terrorism and of course it blends into criminal 

activity. And there were some fascinating points made about that. I think I learned more new 

things in that than in any session in this conference. And the degree of hostage taking in Latin 

America is Asia is really quite astonishing. And continues to be a major threat to security around 

the world and certainly to travel of Americans.  

 

Now in terms of research, which is make just a couple of points which I think looks forward, I 

think this conference is in the way it was conceptualized points in the sort of the direction that I 

think we need to proceed as practitioners and as academics. That we need not only to encourage 

reflection and research and study of issues of terrorism, but we need to have discussion and that 

reflection be in the context of a dialogue with practitioners and so that and both can learn from 

other that it’s not an abstract research agenda, and then practitioners are off doing their own 

thing encountering the real problems of the world. And I think that’s a that is if there’s one thing 

in our world of the university and in your world of public safety, if that has probably changed as 

radically and has to change after 9/11 as anything. I know personally just in my obsession with 

nuclear weapons for much of my life, it’s been sort of astonishing to have people suddenly 

interesting in what I care about. The there are a lot of very complicated issues. What are weapons 

of mass destruction. Can you weaponize as Tom, Tom I don’t know your last name, but Tom 

talked about you know you can take a plane and weaponize it which of course is what we saw in 

9/11. You can talk about conventional weapons of mass destruction which is what Cirincione 
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talked about. And then of course there are nuclear weapons which have the potential to end life 

on the earth. So that all of these issues need much more reflection.  

 

Two large research questions. One is I don’t think we have a sense of what terrorism is. 

Operationally Gerson defined it as the intentional attack on civilians for some larger purpose 

which has worked as far as it goes, but how do you distinguish terrorism from freedom fighters. 

There is such a thing as freedom fighters. There are people who legitimately struggle for 

sovereignty. And also which I think is actually a more interesting question, and that is not the 

question of state supported terrorism, but trying to think about where the state itself fits into the 

kinds of violence that we are confronted in in the world today so that the reason there are 1,130 

tons of plutonium floating around the former lands of the Soviet Union is because of the Cold 

War. And the Cold War was between two huge states. And we created our own vast supplies of 

plutonium, at least our supplies are better guarded, thank god. But these are issues that one never 

wants to disentangle totally the somewhat still very broad somewhat narrow questions of 

terrorism from these larger issues.  

 

And finally there is a question that Vic Sidel, Dr. Sidel raised this morning that I think is 

profoundly significant for us to ponder as we go forward from this conference and that is what 

are we willing to do as a society in order to ensure our safety. It is not, there are many, many 

things we can do to make ourselves much safer. But it but it may come at such a cost that we 

may not want to live in that world. And I think the balance is not sort of how do we protect 

ourselves against anthrax. But what kinds of measures are we willing to take in order to gain a 
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much larger measure of security against anthrax. And of course the same issues goes for 

terrorism or for building buildings for that regard. And I think that philosophical issue which 

resonates in everything that we think about and what and we do, is something that we should 

definitely ponder.  

 

So I would just reiterate something that Lifton and I have always said in our in our center on 

violence in human survival, wordy title that it is, and that is that we that it’s very important as 

you study violence to maintain your commitment to non-violence and to keep alive your ethical 

concerns for preserving human life no matter how deeply immersed you are either in your work 

or in your study and reflection on issues of terrorism and death and destruction and violence. I 

think it’s a simple idea, but it’s also a profound idea. And we can, everyone says since 9/11 of 

course that everything has changed and everything has changed, but hopefully in the dark time 

the eye begins to see. Thank you. 

 

Charles Jennings: Okay thank you Chuck and thank you to the committee. Of course when you 

make your acknoweldgements, you sit down then you realize you forget the most important one. 

I wanted to recognize specifically Joe Picciano from FEMA Region 2 who really, if Joe didn’t 

budget for this and come up with the idea, we wouldn’t be here today. And FEMA Region 2 of 

course for sponsoring the event. And so I’d like to publicly acknowledge them and given them a 

round of applause.  

 

Now for the closing questions. And you saw us up there. We were all smiling because the 
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questions are so good and so I think this is going to turn out to be one of the best sessions of the 

conference and so I think it pays to stick around. And Tim what I’m going have to do is come up 

and we’re gonna if I get the rest of the committee to come up here. We’ll do a photograph 

because Charles has to go at 12:15, correct? Oh okay. This is the first, we haven’t gotten one 

picture together since the conference started. So you know this is our change. Tim come up here 

and take a shot. Then I’ll have another announcement while everybody is lining up.  

 

FEMA is having a roundtable discussion or actually I should say meeting on mitigation. It’s 

going to be held here this afternoon here at the college. And two people from FEMA, Sean 

Waters who’s standing in the back. Sean if you could wave or something, and Cynthia Paulnow, 

and I don’t see Cynthia. Oh there she is okay. If you could see them at some point during the 

question and answer session you can get the details on that meeting which will start at 1:30.  

 

And with that we’ll start in on the questions. Thanks for bearing with us. We’re taking these in 

no particular order. And what we decided is if there are speakers or presenters in the audience, 

and it’s in your area, we’re going throw it over to you so we may have you come down to the 

microphones. The plan is we’ll go through these questions. I think they’re going take us through 

the remainder of our time. Because they are all very good and thorough. So we’re going to read 

them in the order that we got them. I don’t think we shuffled these at all.  

 

Seattle and New York City next week, question mark. This is note the World Trade, the Economic 

Summit at the UN and there’s of course everyone who’s attached to that says it that the groups 
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that have made civil disturbance in the past, the mayhem are gearing up to come to New York. 

So what should the city do besides police readiness to prepare for possible violence as the World 

Economic Forum meets. Should the mayor reach out to the non-violent anti-globalization 

groups? Anybody on the panel want to take that?  Okay. Bob you want to take a crack at that. 

Bob Loudon who ran the session on hostage taking and is Director of the Criminal Justice 

Research Institute, Security Management Institute. 

Robert Louden: I just planned.. You know I can’t keep my mouth shut. The only reason I’m 

commenting is I took part in one of the studies for the mayor of Seattle immediately after the 

WTO. And the things that went most wrong in Seattle were that since they are relatively by 

terms of New York a small police department, 1,000 people or so which is one of the biggest in 

the country, they didn’t have enough resources and didn’t formalize the proper MOU’s in 

advance to get the resources from the surrounding agencies. So they had resource problems.  

 

They also had a conceptual problem since they are a city that is viewed that is a rather a friendly 

to divergent groups and kind of liberal kind of city. They didn’t think people would come and do 

bad things to them. And the other thing is that there was a lot of open source intelligence 

primarily on the internet from the ruckus group and from the anarchist group out of Eugene, 

Oregon that basically said what they were going to do, when they were gonna do it. They help 

guerilla training camps and it was ignored, largely ignored. And so I think one of the things that 

this city is doing is paying attention to all of that because post WTO what we saw the way DC 

police and US Park police handled the IMF in Washington, we saw how the conventions were 

handled and some other major event that would put New York in the best that it can be for 
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people who really are hell bent on being disruptive. 

 

Charles Strozier: And Bob can you comment on in Washington when they had their protests, I 

know there is a lot of reporters in the media about the DC police chief you know meeting with 

the leaders of the groups and being out there on the front line, any comment on that in terms of 

the relationships? 

 

Robert Louden: The meeting with the groups is actually a two edged sword because one of the 

things that happened in Seattle, and you’re right, Chief Ramsey from the DC police and chief at 

the time Langston of Park Police had opened meetings on a regular basis with all the groups that 

said they were gonna be demonstrating. The thing that happened in Seattle is the Seattle police 

and the Seattle government believed everything that people said with a smile on their face. Yes 

we will behave. Yes we will won’t go passed this point. No we won’t do this kind of stuff. And 

meanwhile what was happening is a reverse intelligence operation was going on. Is they were 

going to the meetings. They were picking up information from the government as to what they 

were going to be doing, and then using it against them in a demonstration. So again, Washington, 

DC among others learned from what happened in Seattle but the you have to meet with every 

group, like them or not. I think I said someplace yesterday in my in my hostage panel. You 

negotiate with the most despicable people in the world. You know not because you like them but 

because they are a reality and there is something going on that puts you and them in the same 

arena for that point in time. And so a combination of the meetings and the intelligence gathering. 
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Charles Jennings: Okay. Thanks. I think if we can answer all our questions that well we’ll be in 

great shape. Question number two, from a security perspective, and I want to get through as 

many of these as I can, from a security perspective, do you see a permanent partnership between 

government and private security in the furtherance of national security? I’ll take a crack at that 

one because I’m doing a little work on this now and I think that from the private sector 

standpoint, the private sector is ahead of the public sector in terms of some of the technology 

they’re using and the level of protection that they have in their facilities. For example just 

receiving mail, when this anthrax scare originated, many private sector entities very quickly 

moved to off site mail processing facilities and they did these things very quickly. In the public 

sector, we’re still kind of lagging behind on those. And I think as we look at some of the 

technologies and coordination in terms of surveillance and things like that, we found this and 

talking with people the World Trade Center at a previous meeting, they had a tenant database, 

it’s a multi-tenant building, but they had shared all information with all the tenants in terms of 

access status for everybody in that building. And so I see more and more of that going on in the 

future. Anybody else want to add to that?  

 

(unkown): You know I’ve been sitting here reflecting. I just want to go backwards. I’m sorry it’s 

slow this morning to what Bob Loudon was just saying. The only thing that I’m concerned about 

in that is you know there’s a difference between police work and terrorism. And I don’t know if 

the question was one that would the the problem with dealing with the demonstration in Seattle 

was a police problem. But you wouldn’t want to think about demonstrators in Seattle against the 

World Trade Organization as domestic terrorism. And I think that begins to confuse the dangers 
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that we face and guess at the larger philosophical issue of mobilizing a society against unseen 

terrorists in Afghanistan and having that new controlled society clamp down in an authoritarian 

way on freedom of expression. So the tension between sort of liberty and security is one that we 

constantly grapple with. I didn’t, I don’t know whether the question said that but I certainly 

wouldn’t want to include the demonstrations in Seattle in any way as a form of domestic 

terrorism. Domestic terrorism we know. Tim McVeigh. That’s domestic terrorism. We know 

foreign terrorism we just were victims of it. Anyway... 

 

Charles Jennings: That’s a good point, thanks for pointing that out. The next question. Why was 

there so little focus on domestic right wing extremist terrorism? We’re not screening any of 

these, so why didn’t we have a bigger focus on domestic... 

 

Charles Strozier: You mean why didn’t we on domestic terrorism? Well domestic terrorism is 

mostly right wing. Although you know if you looked at the literature and if you go through the 

journals in terrorism say 15, 20 years ago, they all talk about terrorism as a left wing problem 

because that’s what it was you know into the 90's. It suddenly became in the 90's a right wing 

thing and journals you know scholars are a decade behind at least anyway. So it’s taken them a 

while to catch up and I think it’s just in the nature of what we experienced recently with 9/11 that 

this conference has to focus on you know external on Afghanistan an Al Quedas but we certainly 

do we have significant domestic terrorism. It’s unclear where it’s kind of going. One of the 

questions that I was interested in actually after 9/11, I didn’t have time to look into it, was how 

what was going on on the internet among the right wingers in this country. And that’s a, you 
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know how much, their ambivalence about, their ambivalence toward foreign attacks on America 

that is welcoming those who would attack America because they’re so anti-government. I don’t 

have data on that off hand although I think that’s a very interesting important thing to study in 

the future. 

 

Charles Jennings: Okay anybody else want to touch that one? Okay. Next question. As it 

pertains to the public, where are we in advising and preparing the population. And I guess it 

was regarding, actually I’m not sure that’s complete, but understanding the cultural issues and 

differences. I’ll interpret that as delivering and developing messages for a diverse audience and 

so you’re not sending out brochures showing a ranch house and a dog in the middle of Brooklyn 

right so, anybody have any comments on that one. Glenn? 

 

Glenn Corbett: Actually Charles I think there’s maybe almost two questions there. I think the 

one you just answered as far as you know the type of literature, the type of education we put out 

there that’s tailored specifically to the particular communities. I mean within the fire services 

there are cultural issues that do come up in different cities that that the local fire department has 

to contend with and recognize and try to address. I think from my own experience, and again 

from dealing with other fire departments, I think that they’ve been pretty far out there as far as 

trying to reach out to those communities you know nationally within their community you know 

but across the country.  

 

The other issue I think that’s important here is where are we in terms of education of people 
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about hazards and I’ll take my slice of catastrophic events and just say that FEMA has done a 

wonderful job with and many of you may be familiar with project impact, came up I guess it was 

put together a couple of years go and they’re really trying to make a concerted effort at getting 

communities, not just individual homeowners or businesses but also entire communities to 

embrace mitigation, to embrace better planning. We heard a lot about that the last few days as far 

as where we grow and how we grow and why do we build homes along the shore and end up 

having to pay for them time after time when every northeaster comes through. So I think they’re 

moving in that direction. I would certainly advocate much more resources be put into project 

impact. 

 

(change of tape) 

 

Charles Jennings: Yeah I’ll just real quickly I think there’s a real need there. There’s two 

problems. One is a technical problem and that we don’t really have good advice for a lot of these 

emerging threats and I experienced this second hand. I had a neighbor who got a suspicious 

package in the height of the anthrax scare with some powder and they got conflicting advice 

from local law enforcement. I told them to call the postal inspectors. They gave them slightly 

different advice and the thing it didn’t touch a point that basically the advice that they ended up 

getting was put it in a ziploc bag and we’ll send somebody around in a couple of days to pick it 

up. But we’re probably not going to do anything with it. And so I don’t know that was very 

reassuring for them. But we have the technical issue. And then the second side of that is the need 

to really to focus groups and testing of messages, the basic stuff of translating, but we have a 
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technical problem and an issue in terms of how we deliver and gear those messages which 

haven’t really been addressed including areas of evacuation of high rise buildings and some of 

those things.  

 

Okay. Next question. This should be one everybody enjoys. Given that the World Trade Center 

attack was the worst attack in US history and given that the New York City led response was 

outstanding, it can still follow that there are lessons to be learned. Why therefore did Chief 

Blaich’s candid remarks raise controversy?  I don’t know Chief Blaich did you want to . . . you 

probably said enough already right? We can I mean I’ll just take a crack Part of the problem here 

well this whole incident has been unusual to say the least. But in the public information 

standpoint, there has not been a lot of information that has come out from the responding 

agencies, in part due to the obvious issues that they had to deal with the incident and the losses 

that they suffered. But nonetheless there hasn’t been a big push to disclose or for that matter to 

do inquiry into this at the local level. There are some things going on which I think have been 

brought out, explicitly in the media and I think everybody here is well aware of, but there is 

much more that can be done. I don’t want to get too far into dissecting the FDNY but if we can 

throw this out to the panel, anybody want to talk about that, Glenn?  

 

Glenn Corbett: You know I think everyone saw the headlines in yesterday’s appears about this 

conference and I know there was one particular one which was totally out of off base and 

context, what have you. For those of you who aren’t in the first service, you know one of the 

issues that we deal with day to day is how we have to learn from our experiences for the future as 
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any other organization does. We don’t have in the fire service anyone really doing 

comprehensive analyses of fire incidents. The unfortunate problem is the issues that came up in 

the Trade Center apply to a lot of fire departments across this country. And there is a lot of 

lessons to be learned there and unfortunately they come at the cost of fire fighters lives. These 

were you know decisions, people, you know people of course in a lot of situations try to second 

guess what happens. And what they fail to recognize that this is all real time. These incidents 

happen in minutes, not days, not weeks. You know we’re different than the military. You know 

the military does certain make local tactical decisions, but they do a lot more planning and we do 

some of that in the first services as well.  

 

But different things are thrown at the fire service everyday and we have to respond to it. And you 

know those were selfless acts that you saw down there at the trade center. Not reckless acts. 

Those were decisions that were made on past experience. You know I think everyone recognizes 

here in the room that we’ve never had a high rise first in our entire country’s history where the 

building collapsed. It’s never happened before. We’ve never had a structure collapse anywhere 

near this size. You know as far and I don’t want to get off too much in this, but as far as the 

evaluation goes, I think there’s a lot of issues here and there’s a lot of things that will come out. 

Part of it’s technical, part of it’s philosophical I mean as far as for example you know questions 

raised about what is ignored and things like that. Well you got to recognize that you know here 

we are in a situation where we can see live broadcast from Afghanistan you know from news 

reporters, and yet we can’t communicate, and I’m talking not just New York City, across the 

country, we can’t communicate in a lot of high rise buildings. I mean we’re in the 21st century 
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and we’re still dealing with those kind of issues. Why is that? Because unfortunately we don’t 

have a national focus on fire protection. We do have a fire administration, but they’re limited. 

Their resources are limited. So, again I think it’s controversial because people always look for 

mistakes that were made and as far as I’m concerned there were no mistakes made. There was 

decisions made upon what was going on real time and I think that the fact that and I’ll leave it on 

this, that the military has studied the fire service on their decision making tells you something 

about the nature of the fire service itself. The military has actually studied the fire department’s 

chief officers to find out how they make decisions instantaneously based on a lot of different 

factors. So anyway thank you. 

 

Charles Jennings: Yeah just to amplify on that, and I didn’t want to give the impression, I was 

proud of Chief Blanch. He’s an alumni from our program and as far as I am concerned, he did 

exactly what he should have done which is to give a candid evaluation and to tell the truth. Why 

there are issues or some people are shocked by that, may be organizational, may be partially 

from idea that the Fire Department wants to maintain this persona that they’re perfect. And 

everybody likes to be perceived as perfect. But they are human beings, it’s an organization, part 

of the City of New York and I don’t think anybody would argue that any other organization in 

the City of New York is close to perfect. And so I don’t know why we expect the Fire 

Fepartment to live up to that standard.  

 

There are I think some very serious questions raised if and when a full evaluation and 

documentation of the incident is done regarding the infrastructure and the decision system within 
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the department. What information is provided to people. How do they communicate. And I think 

if you look at the technology that the fire department has, I don’t think anybody would argue that 

it’s adequate or even I mean it’s old, it’s outdated. I think the average kid down in the village on 

roller blades probably has better information technology on their hip than the incident 

commander in the Fire Department does today. So I think we hope there will be a real hard look 

at revisiting some of those issues and trying to get a state of the art excellent command and 

control communication system for the New York City Fire Department. The largest fire 

department in the United States and the busiest fire department in the world.  

 

Okay. Next one. Mass transit hazards/risk problems. Urban transit is a very important risk but 

does not seem to be considered by most terrorism training. Is there any group addressing this 

need? Well the session this morning, anybody else want to talk about mass transit for other 

groups that may be working on terror threat in mass transit?  

 

Unkown: Just say one interesting point that Policastro customer made this morning about mass 

transit is that the subway pushes you know vast amounts of air forward so that to contaminate the 

subway creates all kinds of problems because it spreads it quickly through the subway, but it also 

goes up and so it’s I mean it’s a simple issue and yet it’s profoundly scary because you can by 

contaminating with biological or chemical agents, the subway system you also drive it up 

through the air vents into the city itself so it’s actually it’s a very effective way of spreading an 

agent. 
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Charles Jennings: And the dynamics of that too, the work he’s doing in Washington if you if 

you’ve been there, it’s a very, very completely different technology in their subway system. The 

tunnels are deeper. New York City, the dynamics of air movement are completely different. So 

just because you come up with a fix in Washington does not necessarily mean that it’s gonna just 

install it around the country and we solve that problem. Victor. 

 

Victor Goldsmith: I can speak to this question two very different ways. One of course is the 

whole circulation issue. And certainly study models, so on, need to be done to relate the 

circulation at the surface to the circulate in the subway to what would happen and so on. And this 

is certainly a very productive area. I also had the good fortune to spend some time a year ago in 

Tokyo and I met with the police and one of the questions I raised with them is that in view of the 

saran gas attack there what are they doing about it and what have they done. And they said oh 

this is not going to happen again. And I said why not. And they said well what we decided was 

the way to deal with this was through intelligence.  

 

And so we’ve put a huge effort into intelligence into all possible groups that could conceivably 

be a threat to us and what we’re trying to do is head off the problem before, before it occurs. And 

that’s where... 

 

Glenn Corbett: One quick thing. One of the issues that can up with the train derailment in 

Baltimore was the question about what caused the derailment and terrorism actually came up as 

one of the issues. And I just want to point out that you know this is a situation where you know 
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when we talk about terrorism we tend to think about people bringing biochem, radiological, what 

have you, to someplace and detonating it or releasing it what have you. We saw obviously with 

9/11 that you know terrorists can use our own materials us basically and rail transport and 

highway transport hazzards materials are a large area that potentially needs to be looked at. I 

mean the rail industry and I know the truck industry have addressed that. But, it’s something that 

most responders don’t really don’t think a lot about. They think more you know again the 

terrorists bringing something to a particular location.  

 

Charles Jennings: Norm did you want to weigh in on the mass transit? 

 

Norman Glover: Actually strangely enough I’ve been working with Tony Policastro for just 

three years this week. And he’s finally had some success in that they are installing the chemical 

sensors throughout the rapid transit system in Washington. They are not they still have no 

deployable bio sensor. The problem of course with that slug of air is and the various airport, the 

various air outlets, is in the event that you do have a demonstratable event... 

 

Here he is. 

 

In the case you have a ??? event, the question is do you stop the train and sacrifice the people in 

the station or do you allow a plume to spread thorough a great deal of the atmosphere. 

 

Well as far as... 
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Charles: Could you identify yourself or people who weren’t here. 

 

Anthony Policastro: Sure. Tony Policastro the one you’ve been talking about. As far as who is 

taking care of mass transit, I mean who is responsible for it? As far as the rail transit and Amtrak 

it’s Federal Railroad Association and Federal Transit Administration. In fact just a couple, last 

two days there was a conference in New York about security of rail transit, relating to terrorism, 

chem and bio. The early warning system we’re developing in Washington is meant to be a test 

bed for subway systems around the country. Once the federal transit administration sees that 

operating, wants to look at the cost and maintenance of it, it will they’ll make decisions on 

they’ll help us as much as they can to spread it elsewhere.  

 

In that conference the least couple of days, they’re interested in how to prevent such an attack, 

chem or bio. What to do if a white powder, how do they deal with that right now. Right now how 

do they deal with bio. Well one of their big concerns was decontamination. They want to know if 

there is an attack tomorrow how do they restore operations as quickly as possible. And there are 

a number of technologies available now but right now the federal agencies are working to get 

together to decide what the regulations are to be. How clean is clean enough. So I guess the 

general answer is for mass transit it’s FTA, DOT, and they have a partnership with the DOE and 

also the Department of Justice. So they’re all working together.  But the decontamination issue is 

really a critical one that needs more work. 
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Charles: Okay thank you. The next one and I’m gonna skip comments unless they’re positive, 

and just answer the questions. It said back to basics well first lengthen and expand the scope and 

time frame of the conference. The conference is subject to the funding that we received and we 

certainly tried to pack as much in. As I said back to basic plan to have one or two sessions on 

preparedness resources for local, state and national non-profit organizations. Learn from other’s 

experiences especially in the realm of terrorism. There is much more we can learn from other 

countries. Please bring more experts from outside to the next conference. And we certainly tried 

to make a good faith effort to get people here from overseas. But again we have a limited travel 

budget so you can only have so many. But, certainly both points are well taken.  

 

This one says for Charles Strozier, for a suicide bomber, what is his mental state. Is it a 

depressed individual? Someone intent on killing themselves. Do you want to take a quick? 

 

Charles Strozier: That’s such an interesting question. I mean I can’t begin to answer it 

adequately. It’s like only touch on a couple of issues. I mean the what is so remarkable about 

suicide bombers is that it introduces a whole new set of dilemmas for counter intelligence and for 

trying to grapple with terrorism. And I mean you know we have a $25 million price tag on 

Osama Bin Ladin and none of his followers are turning him in which is completely baffling. You 

know I mean traditionally there always could be somebody you could buy off who was around 

and you could infiltrate because you could always get somebody who would rat because people 

care about money and they care about their lives. And with this new form of terrorism, you know 

you have you have a commitment to the cause and you have the commit to the cause as much as 
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been said in the fall. You know the people tend to be somewhat older. Many of them, the men 

are married, many have children and I find the most remarkable Mohammad Atta you know 

spending a couple of years coming in and out of the country. Going to our pizza parlors. Hanging 

out in our taking in American culture and yet never in that time losing his absolute dedication to 

his goal of killing as many people as possible and taking and killing himself with it. So it 

changes the whole way you can imagine protecting yourself against them because you have to 

assume at least significant numbers of these new terrorists are willing to die.  

 

You know does it mean they’re crazy, I don’t know. But the key thing is this new level of 

commitment among people who are not otherwise mentally disturbed. It’s not like they are 

suicidal. See people who are suicidal are profoundly disturbed, usually depressed, and in that 

moment in despair are willing often to take their lives. And that becomes a crisis which you can 

take people through as Bob Loudon was talking about with hostage negotiations, you get them 

through the crisis, get them on a little Prozac and you know and they’ll recover from that crisis. 

This is an all together different model that we’re talking about psychologically. These are people 

who are absolute dedication, otherwise you know would can only be described as normal, but 

with this fierce ideological commitment. And I think it presents a very unusual challenge for 

those for trying to devise of keeping society safe. 

 

Charles Jennings: Okay there was a follow-up on here which I will just read and address very 

quickly who I’ll throw it open to anybody else, unless they really want to get in. It said overall 

the collective minds of the panel if you interpret it all, I wasn’t going to read comments, so it was 
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positive though. The question was, though what does the panel done to implement or advise 

government to your ideas. We’re going to put together a set of proceedings. They are going to be 

distributed to the attendees. We’re working with FEMA closely on the distribution of those as 

well and I think the intention of this conference would serve as the beginning of a dialogue on 

raising some of the issues related to urban hazards. Okay next question which this probably goes 

to FEMA Region II, will this be an annual event? We’ve only focused on World Trade Center 

attack as data becomes available or is this a one shot? Again I’ll answer that one. It depends on 

funding. We’ll see. In terms of the World Trade Center, I’m sure that as information comes out 

and it’s been slow coming out not necessarily judgmental on that, given the scale of the event, 

I’m sure that there’ll be more done but we don’t have any plans for that now. Okay. Next 

question. How do we link to the intelligence community, FBI, CIA, DCI, military intel with the 

academic community to look at terrorism issues? I know Cirincione in some sense talked about 

this, maybe you probably want to address this Charles? 

 

Charles Strozier: Well the question is I think there is some significant contact that’s underway 

and I think that we’ll continue to intensify it as it should. I think that’s the general point we’re 

trying to make. I think there’s a after 9/11 I think everybody on both sides of the equation the 

academics as well as the practitioners and the FBI recognize the significance for dialogue and 

exchange. From the FBI point of view, I think the understanding, the kinds of aspirations of 

apocalyptic groups is particularly important to get at because they can be very odd and they don’t 

fit familiar models. You can’t fit them into familiar templates. And I think from the academic 

side there’s an enormous amount to learn about you know what’s really being done in the form 
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of counterintelligence. I mean I know in my course on terrorism I’ve been teaching for years, 

constantly learning from the FBI agents who take my courses. I mean we have wonderful, 

wonderful dialogue you know because I don’t know that world. 

 

Charles Jennings: Anybody else? Okay. I think certainly academics play an important role in 

the fact that there not generally on the inside in terms of things being secret and a lot of this I 

think are questions where wider public participation can yield better results in terms of the kind 

of the common sense test of you know does this make any sense which sometimes if you have a 

lay person involved, you can come at better decisions. And if it’s narrow group of people to have 

similar background and expertise. Victor.? 

 

Victor Goldsmith: I think that there’s another whole area that needed you touched upon and that 

is I think academics can provide a lot of technological assistance and so on. Certainly everything 

from computers and analysis of data and so on and this is a whole other area that I think that 

academics can indeed dialogue with the law enforcement community. 

 

Charles: Okay next question. There were many mentions of risk in various presentations but 

issues of probability were not discussed. Is this a worthwhile inquiry in regard to terrorism?   

Absolutely. And I think as we, if it’s like with most chemical and biological agents and 

incredible difficulty in dissemination and destructiveness and so yes. 

 

Charles: It’s obvious we don’t have traditionally with natural hazards you have a long period of 
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data that you can go from. You know this river floods ever 30 or 40 or 50 years. And there is a 

lot of modeling for man-made events than terrorism obviously we don’t have that basis. And so 

we’re a little less quantitative information available as far as that’s but that’s something that’s 

being worked on by people now. Go ahead. 

 

Glenn Corbett: Not to talk about terrorism as you mentioned catastrophic events. I mean there 

are models out there are being used for example in EMS where they use probability and basically 

statistics to estimate where the next calls going to come in so they can actually relocate units you 

know to appropriate locations so they cut down the response time, that type of thing.  

 

Charles Jennings: Yeah I guess, well it said in regard to terrorism. 

 

Glenn Corbett: Yeah that’s, we’re a little bit off target here. 

 

Charles Jennings: Okay. Great. Next one. Without being a mind reader or sayer of doom, I’d 

like the panels’ prediction on scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the most likely, 1 being the least 

likely, thanks for that, the changes for a chem bio attack, the chances of a chem bio attack in the 

US in the next 5 years. I’m completely unqualified so I’ll pass.  

 

Charles Strozier: Yeah right 4 ½ . I must say I’m rather pessimistic about that. I would tend 

toward the high end and I have to confess I’m rather pessimistic that we are not in the next 

decade going to experience some kind of nuclear attack somewhere in the world. I don’t think 
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these dangers are over with at all. And I just hope that we can continue to mobilize ourselves 

against them. You know just one brief word of comment, there was a lot of parallels been made 

drawn between you know New York and Jerusalem in the fall.  

 

I think they’re fundamentally different because I think in Jerusalem there’s a daily threat in Israel 

daily threat of danger from a well organized deeply committed terrorist organization, 

organizations really. And it creates a certain kind of threat. And it’s very unlikely except 

potentially from Iraq, very unlikely that there would be a nuclear or chemical attack, although 

that always hovers in the background. It’s like two levels of danger for the Israelis’ who live in 

particular fear. In New York we we don’t really have the fear of being blown up in the pizza 

parlor, but we have perhaps a greater danger of a larger scale attack. And if the ways in which 

we are already numbing ourselves to the danger since 9/11's already we passed the four month 

mark, or fifth month. You know pretty soon it’s not that people will forget but they will be not so 

acutely aware of the danger, but in some ways the larger threat seems to me is greater in New 

York and the lesser threat is not nearly as great as it is in say a place like Israel. 

 

Charles: Norm do you want to draw a number to respond? 

 

Norman Glover: In all the cities in the United States, New York is probably the most prepared 

(inaudible) I’d say the probability of (inaudible) than they are to survive. I don’t think we’re 

going to see ourselves as so called Armageddon where you’re going to look at millions, but the 

odds are it’s just too very simple to attack a building, a major building which has a large 
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collection of people in it. Very frankly there was a scenario done on using a anthrax to attack a 

large building of 2.4 million square feet. And to reach an LD50 level throughout the building we 

looked at it with anthrax and saran. Saran didn’t seem worthwhile in that you needed about 6 

gallons which is not exactly the thing that anybody is going to drag in in their pocket. On the 

other hand, I showed a a five gram aerosol device which today is just handled binacca. What we 

need to what we need to reach the LD 50 level in this 2.5 billion square foot building was some 7 

ounces of dried anthrax spores which is not hard to hide and bring in. With the economic base 

we have and the amount of education, we’re really limited by the experience and education of 

the attacker. It seems very probable that we’re going to find someone without education and 

experience willing to take this sort of risk some time in the next 5 years and an attack on a 

building of that size very frankly from the standpoint of fatalities make the World Trade Center 

look like a church picnic.  

 

Charles: Okay. Next question. I’ll just do a quick show of hands. How many people want to keep 

going for a few minutes if you do want to keep going? Okay that’s be a little enthusiastic because 

I’m not quite sure we had 50% up there. If you want to continue raise your hand. Alright I’ll be 

optimistic I think that was about 50%. So let me just shuffle through here. There’s a question 

related to chemical detection system in the Washington subway and there’s a question related 

here what is going to be done to make the expansion of that possible. I think Mr. Policastro who 

had kind of addressed that one so we’re gonna put that one aside.  

 

Okay it’s anticipated change in the frequency of extreme events due to climate change 
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influencing hazardous and mitigation projects in urban areas today.  

 

Victor Goldsmith: There’s a general feeling that we’re undergoing climate change but the 

reality is that we’ve always undergone climate change. So there are always, you always have to 

anticipate that there is this kind of change in the weather patterns. If you look at hurricanes for 

example, over the last 100 or 200 years, what you find is that there seems to be a 20 years cycle, 

so that for 20 years, more or less, you have less hurricanes and for 20 years, more or less, you 

have more hurricanes. So certainly you have to take this kind of weather variability into account 

when you do our continency planning. 

 

Charles Jennings: Okay does anybody else wanna? Okay there’s just two more questions here 

and then we’ll be finished. There’s a couple of cards which I’m skipping over which are 

comments basically saying that either they thought we needed to do more or do something a little 

more applied. And are we gonna have another conference and we’ll skip over those. Then we’ve 

got one. How would sustainability, accounting GASB34 which I’m assuming is the Government 

Accounting Standards Board resiliency and response and homeland security come together to 

pay the cost of better preparations?  Wow.  

 

Charles: David Godchalk. Want to take a crack at that one? Do you have anything on that one? 

 

Inaudible. 
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Charles Jennings: The question was how would sustainability accounting, GASB34, resiliency 

and response and homeland security come together to pay the cost of better preparation. I mean 

maybe the thrust of the question is how are they going to come together independent of that? I’m 

not an accountant so I know, all I know about GASB34 is about that, that GASB stands for 

Government Accounting Standards Board.  

 

What we’re going to do is we’ll put the questions in the proceedings along with the comments 

and I’d like to thank you very much for your attendance and your participation and thank you for 

being here. 


